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Airfinance Journal speaks to, and is read by the biggest 
names in the aviation market. Clients of Airfinance Journal 
include: airlines, airports, banks and financial institutions, 
leasing companies, export credit agencies, lawyers, fund 
managers, consultants, universities and others. 

Airfinance Journal allows you to:

Underpin your investment decisions

Find new investment opportunities

Improve your competitive edge

Be updated with the latest news and events for 
aircraft finance professionals

Keep at the forefront of your industry with access to 
global trends and year on year comparisons. 

Airfinance Journal is a market leading financial publication 
of the global aircraft and aviation business. Published 
continually since 1979, it has been at the forefront of 
supporting and informing aviation professionals. The 
Journal includes the latest news, analysis and data relating 
to the financing of airlines, aircraft leasing companies and 
manufacturers.

Immediate access to the latest news, analysis and 
exclusive interviews on aviation finance

Access to historic features, surveys, statistical
tables and exclusive interviews

Up-to-date industry league tables and
analysis

Coverage of Airfinance Journal's events
and conferences

Breaking news, daily and weekly
email alerts

www.airfinancejournal.com
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AIRFINANCE 
JOURNAL
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Deals provides a detailed insight into the aircraft deals market 
covering both the loan and capital markets, public and private. 
Deals is a time-saving research tool for aviation professionals 
containing aircraft financing transactions over the past decade, 
new deals as and when they happen, the latest RFPs in need of 
financing and market status reports, giving you the ultimate 
insight to the aircraft deals market.

Deals includes details such as financial structures, amount 
borrowed, arrangers and law firms working on a single 
transaction. 

Deals allows you to:

View the latest industry RFPs in need of financing

Access historic aircraft financing transactions for 
the loan and capital markets both public and 
private

Download quarterly market status and special 
reports

Benchmark deals against your competitors and 
against newly created deals

Perform year on year comparisons

5,500+ aircraft 
financing transactions

10+ year’s history

Definitive coverage 
of arrangers
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FLEETS

Fleets is the system to monitor aircraft fleets, analyse 
trends and discover new opportunities. Powered by data 
from Airfax’s Aircraft availability tool, ATDB’s data and 
AVITAS’s BlueBook Values, Fleets is the a�ordable and 
user-friendly premium fleet data alternative.

The tool contains information regarding the owner/lessor of 
the aircraft, the lease end date, the current operator and 
operating history, the area of operation, MTOW, the aircraft 
type, model and serial number, the date of order, date of 
first delivery (from the manufacturer to the first operator), 
date of first flight, the modification data (freighter 
conversion), the engine manufacturer and model and the 
aircraft storage or written o� details.

Fleets allows you to:

Analyse archival aircraft data
Track airlines' and lessors' fleet progression and 
dynamics

Compare the complete history, transactions and 
orders of all commercial aircraft

View the full history and planned deliveries of 
individual new aircraft by MSN

Discover aircraft in storage or that have been 
scrapped

Export your filtered data for customised analysis and 
assessments on Excel

300,000+ event 
transactions

50,000+ aircraft 
recorded

40+ year’s history
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THE
AIRLINE
ANALYST

The Airline Analyst is the most comprehensive and detailed 
picture of airlines’ financial and operational data available in the 
market. 

The Airline Analyst is the most comprehensive and detailed picture of 
airlines’ financial and operational data available in the market. 

A detailed picture of airlines’ financial and operational data

Global coverage of more than 180 airlines - including the 
“hard-to-find” ones

Customised reports available from a web based application

Actively used by major OEMs, airlines, consultants, suppliers and 
aircraft financiers

Deals allows you to:

Enhance productivity of scarce analyst resource

Save time spent finding, downloading, translating, spreading, 
adjusting and converting financial data

Report with ease – airlines are “spread” to an identical
template which enhances usability of data

Perform global analysis of industry and individual
airline trends

Stay on top of competition – financial
information is updated as soon as it is
released

+180 global airline’s
data

Customised reports 
available from a web 
based application

A detailed picture of 
airlines’ financial and 
operational data£
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FINANCIAL RATINGS

The Airline Analyst Financial Ratings o�ers a powerful 
insight to the absolute and relative strength or weakness of 
any given airline, based on a single quantitative score for 
each airline and founded on average fleet age and four key 
financial ratios. Unlike public ratings they are founded on 
completely transparent methodology.

The Airline Analyst Financial Ratings covers over 140 
airlines, based on data from The Airline Analyst.

Financial Ratings allows you to:

Conduct comparative analysis of ratings for a large 
airline population

Ascertain the ratings trend for individual airlines

Benchmark or sense-check existing ratings that you 
have

Assist in understanding public credit ratings for 
individual airlines

Help predict the impact of operating performance 
and corporate finance decisions on credit ratings

Assess the financial health of the airline industry as a 
whole

140+ airline’s financial 
ratings

Covers up to 10 years 
- a full industry cycle

Single quantitative 
score for each airline
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